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David Mooreâ€™s data analysis (conceptual) approach, which revolutionized the introductory

statistics textbook, moves students away from formulas and number-crunching, focusing instead on

how working statisticians inÂ aÂ variety of fieldsÂ collect and analyze data, and use the results to

tackle real-world problems.The clear, direct way of emphasizing the courseâ€™s relevance and

confronting studentsâ€™ math anxieties is at the heart of the bestselling The Basic Practice of

Statistics (BPS). It is also the ideal approach for taking full advantage of the powerful statistical tools

and interactive learning features in this new editionâ€™s text/media package. Now more than ever,

BPS is ready to help students move from reading about statistical practice to practicing statistics

themselves. What's in the LaunchPad
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The book itself is great. Just the fact that you do not need the text book if you have can buy the

online access to launchpad. That will save you money as all the content and more is there

electronically. The online portal launchpad has access to videos, practice questions, 'stat tutor' etc

tools online. If I had known that I would have never bought this text book.It might be an OK

purchase if you can't do away with a physical text in your hand.

Very useful for learning Statistics! I bought this book because it was the one my professor required,

and I can see why! Not only was my professor very informative, but any time I had problems with

something, the book always explained what I needed. I am not very good with math, so I was



hesitant as to how well I would do in this class, but reading this book helped me to understand

everything, and I passed with an A!

The rental eBook is great but it didn't come with launchpad (a program my professor required) which

should've been included within the book. So I had to buy the book again...new.. also it doesnt allow

me to open this book on my laptop. says "'this title is not available on kindle for windows 8"

Please see this review under table toppers. I entered it in the wrong place then couldn't copy and

pasted it. Table toppers was great. I need s code to use the online data programs with my rented

statistics book

This has got to be the worst statistics book I have had to use! It is absolutely horrible at explaining

how to do anything.

Great quality and good for my stats class! Very understandable in many ways, but then again I

would have to read it twice because it is statistics which isn't so straightforward at times, but this

book helped me a WHOOOLLE lot!

If you're thinking about saving money and getting the 6th edition, don't. The chapters are essentially

the same, but the questions are just about all different.

Plenty of examples and exercises throughout. Great intro to statistics.
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